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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAS® Enterprise Guide® 4.2 provides many new enhancements to help SAS programmers, business analysts, and other business users become more productive with SAS. This presentation will introduce you to some of the highlights, including a revamped user interface (UI) in SAS Enterprise Guide, a new PROC REPORT based wizard, and much more. We will give you a broad overview of the many enhancements of the product and we hope you will find many reasons to upgrade to the new release.
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Overall Themes

1. Overall application and UI

2.    Data manipulation / exploration

3.    Analysis & Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UI has been enhanced to make familiar tasks more accessible and easier to perform. More functionality is available in the context of the specific tasks you need to do. New options allow an administrator to configure the interface and tailor it to different users’ roles.
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1. Overall application

Simplified UI
•

 
Context-based

•
 

Role-Based

Administrative Enhancements
•

 
Project Recovery/Auto-Save

•
 

Single sign-on

Conditional Logic in Flow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Others: Stacked view, Change background color of Process Flow

PROJECT LOG
SAS programmers might already appreciate the Project Log, which was first available in version 4.1 and allows users to log all SAS programs and generate SAS code in the entire Project. The Project Log was difficult to find before, and some users might not have known about it. It is now easy to find in the contextual toolbar for the Process Flow. By default, the Project Log is turned off, but clicking on the toolbar button allows you to turn it on with one more click.

OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE ENHANCEMENTS
Other administrative or configuration enhancements include batch project migration, project recovery (including autosave), and single sign-on that is based on Integrated Windows Authentication. Other enhancements were made to support the new folder-based SAS repositories that no longer use the dependent scheme of previous releases.
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2. Data manipulation / exploration

Filtering
•

 

Simpler and in every task

Task Properties and Output Destinations
•

 

User can change properties without exiting task
−

 

Node Name
−

 

Output Destination
−

 

Styles

Import Data Task revamp

Improvements to Query Builder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DATA ACCESS AND MANIPULATION
After you or your administrator has configured SAS Enterprise Guide, you will probably start your project with data access and manipulation. There are several enhancements in this area to make your job easier.
IMPORT DATA WIZARD
The import data wizard has also been reworked to improve performance by using Excel and SAS/ACCESS when possible.
SELECT AND FILTER DATA FROM MOST TASKS
In addition to the new filter and sort task, you can also select and filter data from the dialog boxes of most other SAS tasks. This way, you do not have to exit the dialog to apply a filter or change your data selection. You can also use a special macro variable, _CLIENTTASKFILTER, in titles and footnotes to refer back to this filter in your output.
INFORMATION MAPS
Information maps are an important data source type for reporting and integration with SAS BI. Information maps in both the SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office and SAS Enterprise Guide now support prompted filters as well as aggregations if they exist on the map. These enhancements are based on the underlying Information Maps LIBNAME Engine (IMLE) that also provides support for Base SAS.
NEW OLAP ANALYZER
The OLAP Analyzer interfaces have been completely redesigned to enhance OLAP exploration and ad hoc reporting capabilities. Users can now access SAS OLAP cubes directly from the metadata definition; and they can preview each cube’s dimensions, measure its contents, and override the default view before accessing the cube.
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Query Builder
Improved UI

•

 

Changing Boolean operators on the filter tab
•

 

Detection of expressions that contain aggregations
•

 

Sorting columns in the user interface --

 

everywhere

Computed column now uses Wizard
•

 

Improved recode values user interface --

 

allows edit of values, plus 
conditional recode

•

 

New expression builder user interface -

 

better support for gathering 
data values

•

 

Create a new calculation from an existing calculation
•

 

Convert an existing calculation to an advanced expression

Implicit pass-thru
•

 

Validates pass-thru SQL (dependent on ACCESS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QUERY BUILDER
The Query Builder is used extensively for data access, manipulation, and preparation, which is usually 80% of a data analysis project. One of the many enhancements to the Query Builder is a new wizard for calculated or computed columns. This wizard includes an easier method to recode values, better support for detecting pre-existing aggregations, improved find ability of the new columns, an improved expression builder, a direct method to combine or change filter operations (shown below), and verification of implicit SQL pass-through using SAS/ACCESS features.
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3. Analysis & Results

New Tasks / Improvements
•

 

PROC REPORT / Tile Chart/ New Data Tasks
•

 

Bar chart UI for colors & patterns
•

 

Multiple Line plots in Bar Line chart
•

 

Multiple Measures  on Bar Chart

Task Templates

Integration with SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office

SAS Reports & ODS Graphics

New Prompting Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tasks, which offer a wide range of analysis and reporting options, have received extensive enhancements for the 4.2 releases. We mention a few of the highlights in this section.
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Send from EG to the Add-In

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OFFICE INTEGRATION
Office integration in SAS Enterprise Guide 4.2 takes advantage of the presence of both Excel and the SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office for both importing Excel data and sending content to Office. The Import Task mentioned above also uses Excel when it is available for importing Excel spreadsheet data. The Send To feature will use the Add-In when it is available to send the content to Office.
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Dynamic/cascading prompts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DYNAMIC AND CASCADING PROMPTS
SAS 9.2 now supports dynamic and cascading prompts. SAS Enterprise Guide supports the creation of these prompts. Dynamic prompts are available in both projects and stored processes, and cascading prompts are available for use with stored processes.

Prompt depending on other prompts.
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Thank you!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We hope by the end of our presentation and paper you have a good idea of what’s new in the 4.2 releases of SAS Enterprise Guide and the SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office, and that you are as excited as we are about this functionality. Whether you are doing data preparation for data mining, statistics, reporting, presentations, or all of the above through SAS programming, point-and-click, or Microsoft Office software, we think you will find some new capabilities that will help you generate additional business intelligence that will help you and your organization compete more effectively.
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